THE HAUSDORFF MEANS OF DOUBLE FOURIER SERIES AND THE PRINCIPLE OF LOCALIZATION FRED USTINA
In the two dimensional case, as in the one dimensional case, the Hausdorff summability method is generated by a Hausdorff weight function. In this paper, we investigate the conditions which must be imposed on this weight function in order that the resulting means of a double Fourier series will display the principle of localization.
In this article we examine the conditions under which the Hausdorff means of double Fourier series exhibit the principle of localization. As is well known, these means are a generalization of a number of other well known means, including those of Cesaro and Euler. Our results are summarized in Theorems 1 to 4, together with the appropriate corollaries.
Let [c, d; a, b] denote a rectangle with vertices at (α, 6) 
, (a, d), (c, b) and (c, d), a ^ c, b ^ d. For 0 < δ < π, let R(δ) = [δ, δ; -δ, -δ], N(δ) = [π, δ; -π,-δ]\J [δ, τr; -δ, -π], C(δ) = [π, π; -π, -π] ~ N(δ), and E(δ) = N(δ) ~ R(δ).
For 0 < τ ^ 1/2, let Δ(τ) = [1 -r, 1 -τ; r, τ] , and let θ{τ) = [1,1; 0, 0] -A{τ) . Then N(δ) is a cross-neighborhood of the origin, E(δ) is the deleted cross-neighborhood, and θ(τ) is the r-neighborhood of the boundary of the unit square [1, 1; 0, 0] .
Let f(x, y) be a 2τr-periodic function, Lebesgue integrable in the period square, and let {s mn (x, y) } be the corresponding sequence of partial sums of the Fourier series of f (x, y) . In the sequel we relate all such calculations to the origin, so that we will be examining the sequence {s mn (0, 0)}, which we denote simply by {s mn }. As is easily shown, We will say that the principle of localization holds for the sequence {s mn } if for arbitrary, fixed δ, s mn = r mn + o(l), m, n -* oo, and that it holds restrictedly if s mn -r mn + o(l), m, n~-+ °o, under certain specified restrictions on the subscripts m and n. Similarly, we will say that the principle of localization holds for the sequence {h mn } if h mn = a mn + o(l), m, π -> ex), and that it holds restrictedly if h mn = a mn + o(l), m, n-+ oo , under certain specified restrictions on the subscripts m and n.
It follows that a necessary and sufficient condition for the principle of localization to hold in the first case is that e mn + c mn = o(l), ra, π -• oo , and in the second case the necessary and sufficient condition is that βmn + Ί m% = o(l), m, w -> oo. Since /(&, #) is assumed to be Lebesgue integrable, the sequence {c mn } is a null sequence. Since the method H is assumed to be regular, it follows that the sequence {Ύ mn } is also a null sequence. Thus to prove that the principle of localization holds for an arbitrary, Lebesgue integrable function, it is necessary and sufficient to prove that, for an arbitrary fixed δ, δ > 0, e mn = o(l) and βmn = o(l), m, τ& -• oo, in the respective cases.
Now let H be a regular Hausdorff summability method. This method has been investigated in detail by Hallenbach [2] . From the foregoing, it follows that to prove that the principle of localization holds for this method, it is necessary and sufficient to prove that the sequence {β mn } is a null sequence, wherê
where the Hausdorff weight function g(u, v) is of bounded variation in the unit square [1, 1; 0, 0] 
We will say that g(u, v) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order one and Lipschitz constant M on a region R cz [1, 1; 0, 0] 
whenever the rectangle \v/\ v"\ u', v f \ contains only points of R. It is easily seen that in such a case, the absolute value of the measure dg (u, v) is majorized by Mdudv on R.
Summary of the main results* We assume that g (u, v Corollary 1 is an obvious consequence of Theorem 1. This is also the case with the first part of Corollary 2. The second part of Corollary 2 then follows by observing that the Euler (ε; a, β) means are Hausdorff means corresponding to a function g{u, v) such that the measure dg (u, v) is identically zero except at the point (a, β), where dg{u, v) = 1.
THEOREM 2. Let σ be any subset of θ(τ) such that on every simply connected subset of σ, the Hausdorff weight function g(u, v) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order one with Lipschitz constant M. Let
^, where ε and λ are fixed but arbitrary, 0 < ε rg 1, cmcϋ 0 < λ < p -1.
1^ , wfcere now ε and λ are fixed, 0 < ε ^ 1 and 0 < λ < 1. Iw particular, the contribution to the mnth term of the sequence {β mn }, due to integration with respect to g (u, v) The corollary follows from the theorem by taking σ - [1, 1; 0, 0] and observing that the (C; a, β) means are Hausdorff means corresponding to the function g (u, v) 
over any subset of the unit square on which g(u, v) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order one with Lipschitz constant M, is
o(l), m, n-+ oo, εm~ι ^ m/n ^ ε~xn λ , 0 <X < p -1, if f(x,
y) e L p (N(δ)); and this contribution is
(l) m,n-*oo f m^ ε~ιe n \ n ^ ε^e^O < λ < 1 , if f{x, y) e B(N(δ)).
COROLLARY. Let {c mn } denote the sequence of the Cesίro (C; a, β) means of {s mn }, corresponding to a 2π-periodic function f(x, y). If 1 <J a, β, and if f(x, y) e B{N{δ)), then for arbitrary fixed ε,
Since it is already known ( [6] , Vol. II, p. 304) that for bounded f(x, y), the sequence {c mn } exhibits the principle of localization without the restrictions imposed on the subscripts m, n in the above corollary, it would seem that our estimates in Theorem 2 can be improved or a new proof devised to give a better result. Attempts to achieve this have been unsuccessful so far. THEOREM ut,v) -g{uj,v) and g 3 {u) = g (u, vj) -g(u, vj) 
Suppose that the Hausdorff weight function g(u, v) is discontinuous along finitely many lines
where 0 < ε ^ 1, α%d 0 < λ < #> -1 are fixed but otherwise arbitrary.
m , tvhere ε is as before, and λ is again fixed, 0 < λ < 1.
From Theorems 1, 2 and 3, a number of general statements pertaining to the principle of localization for the sequence {h mn } of regular Hausdorff transforms of the sequence {s mn } can be made immediately. We give one example. From Theorems 1 and 3, we get Preliminary Lemmas* We collect here a few lemmas to facilitate the proofs of our results. Proof. The proof is essentially due to Szasz [3, p. 443] . Dividing through by sin s/2 and noting that (7) is a product of two sums of the type (8) completes the proof. Proof. This result is due to Szasz [3, p. 449] , taking into account that sin (-x) = -sin x. 
where ψ(n; t, v) is bounded absolutely and uniformly in n, t and v f say \f(n;t,v)\ ^ δ".

Proof. By Lemmas 4 and 5,
(10) φ(n; β,t) = 2 s m ntv
+ 2f"{n; t, v)nv(l -v)f/12 + ψ'(n; t, v) .
Then
P!Φ(n; β, t) = 2pl
sin ntv
+ 2f"(n; t, v)ρϊ(n/l2)v(l -v)f + pW\n; t, v) ; t, v) ,
where ψ(n; t, v) is bounded absolutely and uniformly, since ψ'in; t, v) and ψ"(n) t, v) are so bounded, and Proof. The first part follows immediately from Lemma 7 since ρl <^ 1, ψ(n; t, v) is bounded, and \sin ntv/t\ ^ nv ^ n. The second part follows from (10) since ψ\n\ t, v) and ψ"{n\ t, v) are bounded, and nv(l -v)f/12 < n for 0 ^ ί ^ TΓ. provided that for some fixed λ, 0 < λ < tc, and fixed ε, 0 < ε ^ 1, we /^αve m ^ ε" 1^^ α^d n ^ ε" 1^77 * as m, %-> oo, a fortiori, provided that ε ^ m/n ^ ε" 1 as m, ^ -> oo.
Proof. We prove only that under these conditions, Kme~κ n = o(l), m,n-+^, the proof of the other part being the same. But then Proof. Again we satisfy ourselves by proving that under these restrictions, K(m ιlv log m)jn -o(l), m, ^-* °o, the proof of the other part being the same. But thenm < ε" 1^^^, and so, taking ε = 1 for convenience,
provided that λ < ^ -1.
Proof of the main results* By the earlier remarks, to establish, the conditions under which the sequence {h mn } will exhibit the principle of localization, it is necessary and sufficient to establish the conditions under which the sequence {β mn } is a null sequence. By (1) and (3),
Interchanging the order of summation and integration, which is permissible in this case since the sum is finite, and applying Lemma. 1, we get
\ a, s)φ(n; /3, t)dg (u, v) We assume that the mass points of dg (u, v) are all bounded uniformly from the boundary of the unit square, and that τ is small enough so that θ(τ) contains no mass points of dg (u, v) . We also assume that g(u, v) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order one and Lipschitz constant M in every simply connected region of θ(τ) over which g (u, v) is continuous, and we let σ denote the union of all such regions. Finally, we assume that in θ(τ), g (u, v) has finitely many lines of discontinuity, u = u if i = 1, 2, , k, v = v jf j = 1, 2, , I, such that τ <i* u i9 vj t£ 1 -τ for all ί, j, and that the difference functions {g t (v), gj(u)}, where g^v) = g{uf, v) -g (uΐ, v) and
all satisfy a Lipschitz condition of order one and Lipschitz constant M on θ(τ). We denote the set of these lines by o).
Thus, Xtm i -1, 2, 3, 4, has three components, namely, due to integration over Δ(τ), then due to integration over σ, and finally due to integration over ω. We denote these components by 8* mn , σ ι m% and ωi nJ so that (12) λί,. -δi n + σl n + a)i n , and by (4), (5) and (6), we have Next, we have (19) ω\ά = -^- [^ f(s, t) dsdt ['"' p?pϊφ(m; a, s)φ(n; β, t)dg(u, v) , where the first part goes to zero by Lemma 9, and the second part because of the convergence of the integrals Un), Un), J 3 (m) and I 4 (m) to zero. This completes the proof for /(s, t)eL [π, π; -π, -π] .
If f(s, t) e L p (N(δ)), 1 < p < oo, then-
